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The process and progress on this project was long and hard fought. As usual I had my 

issues with how to organize my thoughts and ideas. This time around though I had help from 
friends who I sent my essay to and had them revise it with me and I did a few drafts. I wanted to 
try and make a change with this essay. The topic I choose is The Connection Between Science 
Fiction and Fashion. The focus of the essay is to explain how science fiction has influenced 
trends in real world fashion, how fashion has influenced and inspired science fiction films and 
the relationship between the two and why this relationship is important. Some key terms I 
introduce in my essay are Humanoid, Streetwear that explain my points.  

The secondary sources I used are web publications and blogs that talk about fashion 
and science fiction. My main sources for Science fiction are films. Some examples are Star 
Wars  and Blade Runner .  

Researching this topic was a little hard in the beginning because there isn’t a lot of 
material on the internet about the connections between Science Fiction and Fashion. This topic 
is something I had to piece together with the different publications.  

I know that the peer reviews we did in class helped me write this essay for sure. Before 
finishing this final draft I had an incredibly long intro story. It tried to illustrate the idea of a 
science fiction world in space and then relate it back to my topic of fashion. After the peer 
review I saw how distracting it was and knew I had to change it. I kept part of the story but I 
shortened it by a lot. I thought that trying to introduce my readers to a small example of a 
science fiction story that relates to fashion would better help them understand my points I made 
later about the connection between fashion and films and stories like Star Wars, The Matrix, and 
Mad Max.  

The reason I chose this topic is because both Science Fiction and Fashion have had big 
influences on me personally. My major is Illustration and Graphic Design. There are two forms 
of  art that I am interested in and those are Concept art, the development of fantasy worlds and 
characters that live in them, as well as the designing of streetwear through the illustration of 
t-shirts and other pieces. It was only natural I try to put both my favorite things in this project. 
Science fiction influences both my concept art for the characters I create and it influences me in 
the t-shirt designs I create as well.  
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You are entering the atmosphere of Mars and you get a glimpse of your new 

environment. It is almost like Time Square in New York City but even more foreign. There are 

signs everywhere and thousands of people walking in every direction. Some are dressed in 

suits made out of a high tech material designed for space travel. Others are wearing varying 

outfits from varsity jackets and jeans, to trench coats and sneakers. Both people and new 

species of humanoids, aliens that possess human-like features, native to Mars have adopted 

many styles back from Earth. This imaginary Science Fiction world that I am describing to you 

wouldn’t feel so familiar if not for the fashions and trends. 

Many people consider Science Fiction to be a genre that they cannot relate to. While this 

genre introduces concepts that might seem foreign, topics such as Fashion can be universally 

connected with. Science Fiction and Fashion are directly tied and are incredibly influential to 

each other in both the mainstream and avant garde, or High-End Fashion, world. Science fiction 

fashion not only “offers a viewpoint on where we think we’re going,” (zappos — The Importance 

of Science Fiction Fashion), but it also speaks for the here and now, and often for the past as 

well. From this we can gain inspiration and ideas of both what our fashion trends will develop 

into, and how past ideas can be developed into entirely new concepts. Science Fiction Films are 

the best medium to gain these insights. We will look at examples of how Science Fiction has 

inspired real world fashion, how fashion has inspired and helped filmmakers create their visions, 

and finally how both science fiction fashion and real life fashion have changed throughout the 

years.  



 

The world of Science Fiction films can be compared to a runway in that it presents a 

relatable concept that at first might seem odd but is later used as inspiration for simpler fashion 

trends. You can trace the history of Science Fiction films as far back as 1902 with the Georges 

Méliès’ classic A Trip to the Moon . This movie introduces the notion of traveling to a foreign 

planet and encountering creatures similar to humans who had different customs and dressed 

oddly. This classic inspired many science fiction films to explore ideas and issues the world was 

facing in their eras but the aspect of fashion in these films didn’t change too much until the 

1960’s. Focusing on films that involve space travel and fashions connected to that, it wasn’t until 

1968 with the release of Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey  that the clear connection 

between Sci-fi and Fashion was established. Kubrick’s film breaks the norm of what Science 

Fiction fashion would be when he “commissioned established London couturier and dressmaker 

to the Queen Hardy Amies to design the costumes” (I-D / Vice - Jeremy Lewis - The Ten Most 

Fashionable Sci-Fi Films of All Time) for his film. With an attention to detail, sensibility, and 

minimalist design that only a seasoned couturier designer could have, Amies changes the 

space-age look that dominated at the time. Amies concepted and sketched designs for work 

suits, space travel suits, Pan Am uniforms, and streamlined men’s suits — trying to simplify 

what before would have been ostentatious and out of this world. He creates simplified modern 

versions of staples that everyone could relate too. Both 2001: A Space Odyssey  and the way 

Amies approached the costume design for it are regarded as visual benchmarks for all other 

Sci-fi films following. Amies styling for this film has influenced the real world of fashion even 

today. His streamlined and minimalist men’s suits in the film are connected to today’s men’s 

fashion obsession with streamlined slim and fitted suits, which almost every major brand in the 

industry designs and sells. Amies Sci-fi costume concepts for 2001: A Space Odyssey  were so 

perfect because they embody the world they lived in so well. Although 2001: A Space Odyssey 



 

is a Sci-fi film, it was one that had to be more realistic and adhere to real science and ideas that 

were inspired by Einstein and his theories. They fit perfectly with the streamlined look of the 

ships, and technology of the world they reside in.  

Another example of films that has influence on real world fashion is George Lucas’ Star 

Wars  series. This film series presents a vastly technologically advanced world compared to our 

own that consists of numerous species, planets, and factions co-existing, but it also lives hand 

in hand with ancient traditions of different cultures and religions. There were many styles of 

clothing in Star Wars : the Jedi’s in robes and draped fabrics that are inspired and fashioned 

after samurai and emulate the look of kimonos, the Storm troopers in their white molded 

uniforms all exactly the same, the black uniforms of the Empire elites, high ranking officers, 

Siths, and Darth Vader who resembles that of Nazi leaders in the 1940’s. Like the Jedi’s 

clothing that is influenced by the Far East, a memorable character Han Solo is inspired by the 

American Wild West cowboy.  Every aspect of the Star Wars  films clothing, which is part of a 

futuristic world, is influenced by the past. There's a phrase that says you can’t go forward 

without first looking back to see what came before. “Prior to Star Wars , sci-fi fell into a couple of 

cliche futuristic costumes”... “silver jumpsuits with diagonal stripes; skimpy, leg-bearing 

Greco-Roman warrior togas; or a spacey take on contemporary clothing.”- (Vanity Fair, Rachel 

Tashjian - How Star Wars Changed the Way We Dress). Star Wars  draws inspiration from 

non-traditional sources rather than science fiction films that came before it.  To connect the 

fashion ideas we see in Star Wars  to our real world today you don’t have to look far far away. 

Looking up Streetwear — defined as “distinctive style of street fashion that encompasses 

elements of skate, hip hop, and japanese culture” — and you’ll probably be bombarded by 

images of models dressed in draping fabrics, and baggy clothing, but still wearing basic 

sneakers like Nike or Adidas. Today this trend that emulates Star Wars  is considered more High 



 

End Streetwear. A better example of this trend is celebrity music star and fashion designer 

Kanye West’s brand. Both earth tone and monochromatic color palettes with very simple draped 

fabric that is also ripped and tattered resembles costumes straight out of Star Wars . We also 

see this trend invading today’s active and sportswear. Baggy and loose fitting sweaters, 

futuristic materials that can keep us warm or help us stay cool by whisking away moisture. Even 

Han Solo’s black bomber jacket from the Star Wars Series has been influencing today’s trends 

with the return of bomber jackets (Complex, Jlan DeLeon - The Force in Fashion: How 'Star 

Wars' Affected the Way We Dress Today). Aside from high end fashions, because of Star Wars 

films’s popularity, they have also reached every aspect of mainstream fashion and 

merchandising, which speaks to the power and influence that sci-fi holds.  

A further look into the history of Science Fiction film and its connection to fashion is Fritz 

Lang’s Metropolis  (1927). The movie is revolutionary for its time period in terms of special 

effects, but also in its costume design. Over the years, Metropolis  has inspired many fashion 

designers such as Karl Lagerfeld, Alexander Mcqueen, Thierry Mugler and many more. These 

artists have used this film as inspiration for  of their collections. In 1999, Mcqueen created a 

whole collection inspired by history focusing on the Victorian era and the Middle-ages, and 

created modern silhouettes with old materials. More importantly, connected to Metropolis  he 

designed a robotic body suit for the runway show. His models during this show “channeled 

robots, their bodysuits covered in neat configurations of LED lights which conjured visions of a 

human circuit board” (Dazed, Jamie Waters - The Ultimate Sci-fi Fashion Moments) - (Vouge, 

Laird Borrelli-Persson, 14 Sci-fi Heroines...). This fashion show demonstrates how even though 

a bit outlandish, a sci-fi movie can inspire high fashion to push the limits.  



 

To understand the relationship between Science Fiction films and Fashion you have to 

look at both points of view. We’ve seen how Sci-fi has influenced fashion, now we’ll take a look 

at how fashion has influenced and inspired science fiction.  

On the cusp of a new millennium, during a time when our culture was shifting more and more 

into the digital and online era, an important film was released. The Wachowski’s The Matrix , 

released in 1999, embodied the dark, rebellious goth look that was becoming popular in this 

time — "Sunglasses, a sweeping dark trench, patent leather skimming the body - all in black" 

(I-D / Vice - Jeremy Lewis - The Ten Most Fashionable Sci-Fi Films of All Time). This look was 

invading popular culture and after The Matrix , it became a cultural phenomenon that defined 

what was cool. The style fit the idea of the movie perfectly with its bleak gray dystopian world, 

robotic overlords, and slow-motion effects that captured the movement of the long draping 

leather trench coats.  

1980's era fashion was very influential in science fiction. Two particular films, George 

Miller’s Mad Max , and Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner  are primarily inspired by 80's fashion. Mad 

Max  draws its inspiration from the 80's leather clad punk and biker fashion scene. Its characters 

drove rigged together cars and bikes through a post apocalyptic desert landscape and everyone 

dressed in heavy leather costumes and boots. Mad Max's  vision of what our world could look 

like after oil and water shortages destroy our way of life became the standard for any and all 

post-apocalyptic movies. Blade Runner's  world is very technologically advanced but is only set a 

few years in our future. The films costume designers Michael Kaplan and Charles Knode 

blended 1940's era noir style which accentuated the detective, investigative, mysterious feel of 

the movie, with exaggerated elements of punk and urban street-style influences of the time. The 

movie perfectly encompasses the essence of the eras fashion trends and made its own. They 

exaggerated the use of plastics, which were considered a relatively new material in fashion, 



 

using it in full body transparent costumes. This movie inspired famous designers like Alexander 

McQueen, Raf Simons, and Daryl Hannah to channel the punk aesthetic. Films like these 

originally gain inspiration and design their costumes based on current trends.  With more 

freedom to express themselves on the big screen,  designers for these films take more liberties 

in their creations. In turn we see that these freedoms inspire some of our biggest designers to 

push fashion limits as well. 

To show just how well Science Fiction and Fashion fit together I’ll give you this example. 

Celebrated fashion designer Alexander McQueen who we see has a clear connection to 

Science Fiction, designed a show on his own using the Science Fiction genre as inspiration in 

2010. McQueen has been hired many times to design futuristic lines for major brands like 

Givenchy and others in the past. In 2010, McQueen created a line called Plato's Atlantis, in 

which he "imagined a post-apocalyptic world where global warming and melting icecaps 

condemned humans to a life underwater." He is able to capture what underwater trends would 

consist of. “Models walked down a luminous blue runway wearing reptilian dresses , clawlike 

shoes, and styled their hair into towering alien shapes.” (Fashionising, Tania Braukaper - 

Futurism and Sci-fi: Futuristic Fashion trend). 

 Plato’s Atlantis by Alexander McQueen demonstrates how a fashion line can be inspired 

and designed after ideas that are considered to be fundamentally Science Fiction. It’s almost 

like a symbiotic relationship between the two worlds. It demonstrates my point of how they are 

important to each other and wouldn’t be the same if one didn’t exist. The various examples of 

movies also show how the worlds of Science Fiction and Fashion work together. If it’s not 

Science Fiction films hiring famous designers to create their costumes and visions of how 

people in their worlds will live and look, then its designer’s minds opening to the possibilities of 

what they can create due to the vast worlds that Science Fictions exposes us to. Star Wars, 



 

although close to 40 years old, continues to be a box office hit because its costume designs are 

consistently inspiring a new generation of designers. In this same way, street styles of the not 

so distant past, 1980’s, will inspire a generation of movies that will continue to influence our 

views for years to come. Science Fiction and Fashion work hand and hand.  
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